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1. Introduction 

Knowledge management is currently defined as a process of identification, formalization, 
disseminating and use of knowledge in order to promote creativity and innovation in 
companies (Grundstein, 2000). This process (Fig. 1) takes into account the transformation 
and the evolution of tacit to explicit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeushi, 1995) and of 
individual to collective knowledge.  
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Fig. 1. Knowledge Management (Nonaka & Takeushi, 1995). 

Knowledge Engineering (Charlet, 2003), (Aussenac-Gilles et al, 1996) offers a rational 
framework allowing a representation of knowledge obtained through the experiments 
(Matta, Zaher, 2008). This technique found a great application in knowledge management 
and especially to capitalize knowledge (Dieng & Matta, 2002). In fact, the rational 
representation of knowledge allows their exploitation and their re-use. It is a necessary 
condition to allow a re-use and a knowledge appropriation. Behaviour laws provide strong 
semantics to observe as well as an argumentation of this behaviour, ready to be reproduced 
to solve new problems (Newell, 1982). These techniques provide semantic representation of 
knowledge that can answer to main objective of knowledge management: knowledge 
externalization and internalization (Nonaka & Takeushi, 1995). For that, some knowledge 
management approaches aim at making explicit the problem solving process in an 
organization. Their techniques are inherited mainly from knowledge engineering. So, we 
find in these approaches in one hand, models representing tasks, manipulated concepts and 
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problem solving strategies, and in the other hand, methods to extract and model knowledge. 
We note for instance MASK (Ermine, 2002), (Dieng et al, 2001) and REX (Malvache & Prieur, 
1993) methods. These methods are used mainly to extract expertise knowledge and allow 
defining corporate memories.  
A corporate memory is defined as the « explicit and persistent representation of the 
knowledge and the information in an organization » (Van Heijst et al, 1997). We can 
distinguish several types of memories: profession memory, project memory and 
organization memory. The sharing and the appropriation of the corporate memories are still 
real blocking points within organizations. The methods of knowledge management are not 
sufficient to allow an effective appropriation of the knowledge by the actors of the company. 
However, the objective of knowledge capitalization is indeed sharing and re-use of an 
experience with the aim of optimizing the process of organizational learning.  
Sharing documents, information and experiment without structuring of these information 
and feed-back analysis as used currently on social network (Wenger, 1998) as support of 
knowledge sharing, is not sufficient to enhance learning. In fact, the “how” is shared but not 
the “what”.  Behaviour laws provide strong semantics to emphasize reason of this 
behaviour. To enhance learning in an organization, the representation of knowledge has to 
emphasize the know-what and know-how (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2007). In fact, to 
enhance learning from organization, it is necessary to emphasize when and how activities 
and especially what and why these activities (Colin & Spender, 1998).   
An experiment is done to enhance learning from experience. In fact, we use CSAO (Castillo 
& Matta, 2005), an approach that combine knowledge engineering and pedagogical 
techniques and we define a course that push engineering school students to learn 
knowledge capitalization methods. These students are not familiar to knowledge 
engineering techniques but they know software engineering approaches (modelling and 
development).  
CSAO approach (Fig. 2) pushes from one side, (by using knowledge engineering techniques) 
to structure expertise in order to emphasize the process of the activity, the goals and steps 
done by expert for each activity and concepts manipulated in each step. From another side, 
it proposes (based on pedagogical principles) to define practical exercises, guided by a 
framework that help learners to auto-evaluate their progress.  CSAO are developed at the 
beginning to help in knitting learning CSAO (Castillo & Matta, 2005).  
The result of our experience is very fruitful, students are able, after succeeded this course to 
model knowledge in companies. Reports results are more complete and detailed than when 
they are assisted by a teacher.  
We present in this chapter the principle base of the CSAO, by summarizing knowledge 
engineering techniques and pedagogical bases. Then we present the experience: conditions, 
process, guides and results. A discussion concludes the chapter by analyzing the relation 
between these techniques and social network.  

2. Appropriation of a profession memory 

One of the main motivations for building a memory in a company is the improvement of 
employees’ learning. This learning can be at an individual, group or organizational level 
(Dieng et al, 2001).  By looking at our preliminary experiences of defining a profession 
memory (explicit representation of an activity in a specific domain (Castillo & Matta, 2005), 
and more specifically at the learning from such memories, we noticed that the learning from 
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a profession memory is not easy. These memories are generally presented under several 
points of view (classifications, constraints, processes, problem solving strategies, etc.). The 
links between these views are put in background because the knowledge formalization 
shows the nature of the knowledge. Learning and following the learning progress in such a 
memory can be easy for a knowledge engineer but it is complex for an organization’s actor 
who is specialist on his profession and who wants to learn a know-how formalized by an 
expert in his domain.  
To facilitate the learning from a profession memory, we adapted techniques from 
educational engineering by modifying the way of building the profession memory, and 
especially, by showing this memory, to organization’s actors in different ways. 

3. Educational engineering 

According to Paquette (Paquette, 2002), educational engineering or training engineering has 
to offer principles, procedures and tasks that allow to: 
 Define the contents of a training by means of a structural identification of the 

knowledge and the recounted, 

 Realize an educational scenario of the training activities and to define the context of use 
and the structure of the learning material, 

 Define infrastructures, resources and services necessary for distributing lessons and 
preserving their quality. 

So, educational engineering leans on two processes in the heart of the knowledge 
management (Paquette, 2002), (Rolland, 2000): 
 At first the extraction of the knowledge from domain experts or documents; 

 Then the acquisition, by the organization actors, of the knowledge by learning;  
 The transformation of the information in knowledge by means of the formal on 

informal activities taking a variety of forms and supports. 
Complete training of an operator contains three phases: learning or intensification of the 
general knowledge; learning of procedures and typical solutions; and training on simulator 
in “real situations”. This last phase is more recognized for operational learning (Rolland, 
2000). During this phase, “the operational competence can be developed, and the expertise 
level is incremented. The student learns here of how to use knowledge learnt previously 
quickly, deliberately, in any situation and under any degrees of stress and workload”. In her 
work, Kalina Yacef (Yacef, 2003), found the following conclusions, from structuring of the 
operational training point of view: 

 This one has to be made by the practice, in situation of action; 

 This practice must be structured so as to respect the development of levels of expertise 
following the tasks and to be directed to purposes; 

 The competence evolve with the practice, it is necessary to take measures of evaluation 
based on the result of the actions and not on the reasoning follow-up; 

 The acquisition of competence is made on one hand by the automation of certain 
behavior and on the other hand by the development of capacities to solve new 
problems. 

These studies allow us to develop a learning system (Castillo & Matta, 2005). Our particular 
interest is the construction of a system based on a profession memory. By taking into 
account the practical knowledge (problem solving) of the training contents, our system 
becomes a practical learning system. 
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Fig. 2. Progression process illustration of knowledge learning from experience (Castillo & 
Matta, 2005). 

4. CSAO: Proposition of a practical learning system 

We thus try to show the difficulties of a domain and how to encounter them. It is for that 
reason; in our work we feel the need to exploit concepts of knowledge engineering especially 
the process of knowledge formalization. Indeed, the knowledge engineering techniques allow 
to emphasis the difficulties of an activity while the educational engineering allows estimating 
the learning progress levels. We shall base our approaches on the one hand, on some 
educational engineering evaluation techniques as diagnosis, training approaches and problem 
solving learning and on the other hand on knowledge engineering techniques to extract and 
restructure the contents of the training and of the evaluations. The first postulate to be 
considered is the expert source of the knowledge has to participate as well in the defining of 
the profession memory as in the definition of some means for knowledge appropriation (Fig. 2). 
An activity process is used as a guide of progression of learning. For each stage, is 
associated Input/output, knowledge type needed to do the step and the role of actors who 
can do this stage. Then, goals (objectives) and steps are described that show how the expert 
performs each stage (Fig. 3).  
Exercises are also associated to each stage and to all process. A sheet (Fig. 4) guides the learner 
to do exercises. In each sheet guide, stage objectives, expert problem solving, 
recommendations and result characteristics are defined by the expert. The learner tries to 
satisfy the stage objectives. The expert problem solving representation (and especially sub-
objectives) guides him in this purpose and show him the goal of techniques used to solve the 
problem. The recommendations and result characteristics allow learner to evaluate his result. 
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Fig. 3. Organization of the content of expertise (Castillo & Matta, 2005).  

5. Experimentation: Application on a course  

We use CSAO and especially the guide sheet in order to tackle knowledge engineering 

learning. In fact, we organize in our university a course on Knowledge Engineering. This 

course is for software engineering students. They have information about engineering 

techniques: specification, design, etc, of software and information system. But they do not 

have any information about knowledge, expertise, knowledge modelling, etc. We also note 

the difference between Software Engineering method that guides to build a system from an 

idea, a need and Knowledge Engineering approach that start from an expertise and model 

it. Even two approaches are belonging to engineering techniques (modelling) but there is a 

basic difference on the objects and methods used. So, Knowledge Engineering course is new 

to student and they need practical learning in order to appropriate its techniques, especially 

that the entire course is only done on 6 months, students do not have time to experiment 

notions in several applications.  
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Statement: 
Once the pullover is knitted in 3D, it would be 

necessary to verify if it corresponds well to 
the wanted requirements. The exercise thus 
consists in verifying the pullover which is at 
your disposal

Recommendations:
The requirements are three sorts: 

design, dimensions and motive

Result characteristics
The pullover has to have an important elasticity so that it marries 

the shape of the body
The motive must not contain holes bigger than half of the point of 

the ring finger
The motive must be very visible, attention on the dark colors
The dimensions must be respected, we can tolerate a few 

differences in the body and the sleeves because of the 
elasticity of the thread. However, the dimensions of the joints of 
sleeves as well as the edges and the collar must be respected 

Verif ication product

To verify the product in 
f lattering position (smooth 
table with or without light)

Verify the dimension in 
height, width, 1/2 scale

Look at the weak 
places fallen f rom 

machine

Verify the weak places: Edges
Motives

Armholes (crossing sleeve / body)
Decreases

Verify the good 
goes well with 
model or by 
wearing test

 

Fig. 4. Exercise sheet guide (Matta, Castillo, 2009).  
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Fig. 5. Projects process: modelling with CommonKADS and with MASK methods.  

The course is organized as projects. Students have an access to principles and theory on 
Knowledge Engineering as reports and recorded courses. These courses are organized as a 
normal course: Introduction to Knowledge Engineering, Modelling approaches 
(CommonKADS, etc.), Applications and Implementations (KBS, Knowledge Management, 
etc.). Students need to apply these techniques in order to learn how to model knowledge. So, 
two projects are organized for this aim. They have to apply two knowledge engineering 
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approaches CommonKADS (Breuker & Vand de Velde, 1994) and MASK (Ermine, 2002) in 
real applications. Sheet guides and process are modelled based on an expertise on 
knowledge engineering applications (12 years on building KBS and knowledge book) 
(Matta, Castillo, 2009).  

5.1 Projects organization 
Students are organized on teams. In each team, one student is considered as an expert if he 
has an expertise (during some years) in an activity (sports, games, etc.). Each team have to 
produce a report in which the related expertise is modelled using CommonKADS (for the 
first Project) and using MASK (for the second project). They have 2 months for each project. 
They follow at first the knowledge engineering process from interview to modelling (Fig. 5).  
For each phase, they are guided by a sheet guide (Fig. 6) and (Fig. 7). They have to evaluate 
their intermediate results based on results characteristics defined in sheet guides for each 
phase. They have also to validate models with the expert. Final results (reports) are then 
sending to the knowledge engineering expert for final evaluation.  
 

   
Objective: acquire in detail all informations to identify problem solving

strategies,  plans,  rules, terms, key words. 

Directed

Interview

Questions 

preparation
Identify in 

detail

How

Why

What

List  problems, 

situations, cases, …

Define hox expert 

solve theses problems

and cases

Classify of problems, 

situations, cases, …

Ask expert to  relate 

a hole situation

Classify : tools, rules, 

startegies, …

Questions Examples:  

•Tools types

•Strategies types

•Phases

•Problems solved

•situations encoutererd

Ask Questions

Collect

answers
Take Notes

Record Answers

Recomendations:

•Interactivity with the expert

•Asking for precision and details

• Drawing trees, grids, etc. with the expert

• Drawing processes. 

• Adding others possibly questions 

• Classifying directly problems, terms, tools, etc.  

• Observation a situation if situations are very

vague

Result Charactesitics:

•Classifications and Descriptions of:

•Strategies, problems

•Rules

•Equipements, tools

•Terms, key words, concepts, …

•Methods, processes of problems and situations solving

•Process of an example of a situation treatment
 

Fig. 6. Sheet Guide for the Phase Directed Interview using CommonKADS method.  

5.2 Results 
These experiences are done since two years. Each project type has 2 months as delay. 
Students have to give results as complete reports: models organized as deliverables (Fig. 8):  
problem solving model (Fig. 9), ontology (Fig. 10)for CommonKADS and a knowledge book 
with Index, models, comments ... for MASK (Fig. 11).  
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 Objective: acquire in detail all informations to identify problem solving

strategies,  plans,  rules, terms, key words. 

Recomendations:

•Interactivity with the expert

•Asking for precision and details

• Drawing trees, grids, etc. with the expert

• Drawing processes. 

• Adding others possibly questions 

• Classifying directly problems, terms, tools, etc.  

• Observation a situation if situations are very

vague

Result Charactesitics:

•Classifications and Descriptions of:

•Strategies, problems

•Rules

•Equipements, tools

•Terms, key words, concepts, …

•Methods, processes of problems and situations solving

•Process of an example of a situation treatment

Co-modelling

Draw models

with the expert

Draw empty boxes  

relative to the model

There is no order on 

drawing models. 

Gude the expert to 

fullfill bowes and 

complete models

Process Model:

•Task Scheduling

•Input/Outoput

•Actors/Roles

•Matrial resources

•Documents/DB, concepts, constraints

Task Model:

•Goals,  sub-golas, 

•Techniques and methods used to satisfy

a goal

• Order : sequential, case of, Parallel

Domain Model:

•Concepts types, subtypes, …

•Concepts attributes and defintions

Constraint Model:

•If event Then situation, activity

conesequences

•Activity consequences

•Elements which influence 

consequences  

Fig. 7. Sheet Guide for the Phase Co-modelling using MASK method.  

 
 
 

Basket Ball Expertise

1. Introduction: Objectives

2. Knowlekdge Acquisition :

1. Free Interview: Global process model

2. Directed : Interview :  

1. CLassifications : Ground composition, players types, equipements, attacks strategies, 

defense strategies,  problems, infractions, mistake types

2. Case models: attack,  Screen « Pick & Roll », offensif systme « SHORT », defense activity, 

playing situation analysis,  example of basket game

3. Problem Solving Modelling:

1. Strategies: defensive, offensive, evaluation, mistake diagnostic, repair

2. Global Model of problem solving 

4. Domain Model:

1. Types: players, equipements, infrastructures, attack, defense, infraction,s mistakes

2. Conceptual Graphs: mistakes/infractions, play actions, players equipements

3. Global Domain model

5. Conclusion
 

Fig. 8. An example of report Index: modelling of Basket Ball expertise with CommonKADS.  
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Fig. 9. Example of results (CommonKADS problem Solving model of “basket-ball” 
expertise). 

90% of projects are complete. Students took time to go in details and identify deeply expert’s 
tasks and model them. Their analysis is very good. Models resulted show expert methods 
and heuristics. They can be used to support learning from studied expertises. In fact, when 
they are assisted, students model only one case of knowledge. They do not duplicate 
models. Teacher has to negotiate with them in order to repeat their task and model several 
examples. When they work by their own selves, they have to satisfy results characteristics 
specified in sheet guide. So for each type of model, they repeat their task and they model 
several examples in order to enhance heuristics rules. The “why” and the “what” is 
emphasized in models. They take time to go deeply and acquire several aspects and not 
settle for only few aspects of expertise.  By repeating their task, learning is in progress. 
Students go deeper more and more in each modelling task and learn know-how and 
specially, success key of each task.  They can control very well expertise modelling and its 
complexity.  
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Fig. 10. Example of results (CommonKADS domain model of “basket-ball” expertise). 

Each year, an evaluation of the course is done:  

 Students appreciate recorded courses but it is not sufficient for them. When they 
discover these courses, they cannot be able to model expertise. That confirms our idea 
that only expertise models are not sufficient to enhance learning and internalization. 
Expert reasoning is at another level than learners. So showing models even with specific 
guidelines cannot help people to appropriate this knowledge.  

 Guidelines sheets are much appreciated and more used than courses. They are guided 
by these sheets and especially by recommendations and results characteristics. In fact, 
these elements help them to evaluate their results at each step and to modify them. That 
is the main reason that the final result was very complete and models are deeply 
defined.  

 Guiding modelling steps by steps make easily the appropriation of the expertise. At the 
beginning, they are afraid about the complexity of their task: modelling and expertise 
with its different aspects. But when they followed steps of modelling, they do not feel 
the complexity. That is a confirmation of the Newell (Newell, 82) theory: complex 
problem solving has to be decomposed in steps in order to understand it.   
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 Pushing students to emphasize the “why”, and the “what” of the expertises using the 
“how”, is the main reason of the deeply modelling and the success of results.  

This course was at the beginning organised as a normal course with a presentation of the 
theory and assisted projects. The results were not very complete. Students (except some of 
them) did not go in details and models deeply expertise. We analysed the problem and we 
identify two main reasons: 1- the difference on reasoning level between the knowledge 
engineering expert who assist students and students understanding, 2- students do not take 
time to go deeply and understand knowledge modelling principles. That pushes us to use 
CSAO in order to enhance learning of knowledge engineering.  
 
 

Tennis Knowledge Book

Introduction

I. Training Process

I.2.1 Specific warm-up

I.2.2 Stretching

I.2.3 Training game

I.2.4  Technical Exercices

I.2.5 Scrub

I.2.6 Balance of the session

II. Main Tennis notions

II.1 Training  Techniques

II.3 physical knowledge

II.4 TeamManagement

II.5 Equipements

III. Les difficulties

III.1 Ground

III.2 Racket

III.3 Risk of injury

III.4 Delay

III.5 Incidents

Conclusion

Entraînement de Tennis

Matériel Connaissances Activités

Balles

Tenue tennistique

Court de Tennis

Gestion de groupe

Règles de Tennis

Physiques

Tactiques

Techniques

Échauf fement

Exercices

Décrassage

Raquette

 
 

Fig. 11. An example of knowledge Book: Modelling of Tennis expertise with MASK.  

6. Conclusion 

Knowledge management is a process which enhances as well the knowledge 

capitalization as the sharing and the appropriation of this knowledge. Several techniques 

of knowledge capitalization were defined. However, the appropriation of the knowledge 

remains another subject to be deepened. The phase of appropriation requires a quite 
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particular attention because of its success is going to depend on the efficiency of the 

organizational learning and thus the performance of the company partially.  Otherwise, 

educational engineering techniques supply devices (teaching equipment, tools of 

evaluation and process of learning) to assist the appropriation of the knowledge. We 

studied these techniques to supply a device of appropriation of knowledge formalized in 

the form of profession memory.  

We present in this chapter, an example of the use of the CSAO method to enhance learning 

of practice knowledge. CSAO is based on two techniques types: knowledge engineering (to 

structure practice knowledge) and educational engineering (to enhance learning). We show 

that the use of CSAO is more benefit that a traditional educational techniques, because 

students are pushed to evaluate their own work and to go deeply on their study and 

modelling. They have more autonomy and self control on their work that is why their 

results are more analytic.  

We aim at applying CSAO on other type of course: “Enterprise Resources Planning” ... and 

on professional learning. That helps to complete the approach to tackle other type of 

evaluation and the progression on learning.  

CSAO was defined at the beginning to enhance professional learning in an organization. We 

plan to apply it in several applications than textile and integrate it in organizational learning 

tools. For instance, social networks between actors and learners can be a good support to 

share problems to deal with. At the same time, actors need also several access types to a 

professional memory as a decision support and not only learning support. They are several 

techniques studied for this aim (semantic web, CBR, etc.). We study how to integrate these 

techniques with our learning support CSAO.  

Otherwise, professional memory has to be updated and enriched with knowledge 

emphasizing from new activities. Tagging techniques (Cahier & Zacklad, 2002) have to be 

integrated with structuring and knowledge representations in order to enhance memory 

updating.  

Other type of knowledge can be produced in cooperative activity. We note specially 

negotiation, coordination, and organization knowledge. We study how to keep track  

and represent this type of knowledge in a specific domain: design projects (Matta et al, 

2011).   
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